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What we do 

 

 
We obtain all the material information from Police Scotland and the applicant.  We then use this to 
review how the complaint was dealt with and conclude whether the complaint was handled to a 
reasonable standard*.  In doing so, we consider factors such as: 
 

 whether Police Scotland carried out sufficient enquiries into the complaint; 

 whether Police Scotland’s response to the complaint was supported by the material information 
available; 

 whether Police Scotland adhered to the relevant policies, procedures and legal provisions in 
dealing with the complaint; 

 whether Police Scotland’s response was adequately reasoned; and 

 where the complaint resulted in Police Scotland identifying measures necessary to improve its 
service, that these measures were adequate and have been implemented. 

 
Finally, where we deem appropriate, we give reconsideration directions, make recommendations and 
identify learning points for Police Scotland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Sections 34 and 35 of the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006 as amended (“the Act”) provide 

that the Police Investigations and Review Commissioner (“the PIRC”) may examine the manner in which particular kinds of 

complaints are dealt with by Police Scotland. 
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Executive Summary 
 

 

The Complaints 
 
The complaints in this case arose from the applicant being charged by the police on two separate 
occasions. We have reviewed the handling of two complaints, namely: 
 

1. that the applicant was wrongly charged with stalking; and 
2. that officers failed to attend court, meaning that the applicant did not have his case dealt with by 

way of a trial.  
 

 
 
Police Scotland’s Decision 
 
Police Scotland did not uphold either of the applicant’s complaints.   
 

 
 

Our Findings 
 
We have found that Police Scotland handled one of the complaints to a reasonable standard but not the 
other.  
 
Consequently, we have made a recommendation that Police Scotland provide the applicant with a 
substantive response to Complaint 1. We expect our recommendation to be implemented by Police 
Scotland within two months of the date of this report. 
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Background 

 

 
Between 19 December 2016 and 24 March 2017, the applicant repeatedly called his brother-in-law and 
left voice messages on his work phone, causing his brother-in-law to contact the police. According to 
the applicant, the majority of the messages were simply him singing down the phone. 
 
On 27 March 2017, two officers attended the applicant’s home address, arrested him and charged him 
with stalking due to the phone calls. On 1 August 2018, the applicant was found guilty of that offence.  
 
The applicant was due to appear at court on 28 March 2017 on four unrelated charges regarding two 
road traffic offences, a misuse of drugs offence and an offence of resisting arrest. However, no trial 
took place because the applicant pled guilty to the road traffic and misuse of drugs charges, and made 
a plea of not guilty which was accepted in relation to the charge of resisting arrest. 
 
The applicant complained to Police Scotland and Inspector C was appointed to investigate his 
concerns. The applicant was thereafter sent a letter by Chief Superintendent B on 10 July 2017. The 
applicant submitted further complaints on 21 March 2018. Inspector A met with the applicant to confirm 
the heads of complaint and to take a statement of complaint. Chief Superintendent B responded to the 
applicant on 6 June 2018 explaining the outcome of his complaints.  
 
 

 

Complaint 1 

 
 

The applicant complained that the police charged him on 27 March 2017 with stalking his brother-in-
law. The applicant believes that he should not have been charged.  
 
In his statement, the applicant said that he called his brother-in-law about three or four times per week 
and, the majority of the time, he sang songs down the phone.  

 
Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 1 (not upheld by the police) 
 
In his response of 6 June 2018, Chief Superintendent B stated that this complaint had been made 
previously by the applicant, investigated by Inspector C and responded to by the police. 
 
Chief Superintendent B stated that he had located the initial letter which was sent to the applicant on 10 
July 2017, and he copied the relevant section into his response of 6 June 2018. In his initial letter, Chief 
Superintendent B stated that Inspector C had reviewed the case and, as the matter was subject to live 
court proceedings at the time, the police were unable to go into specific details. However, Chief 
Superintendent B continued by stating that Inspector C was satisfied that the officers who arrested the 
applicant had followed proper procedure and, as a result, the complaint was not upheld. 
 
Chief Superintendent B concluded his response of 6 June 2018 by stating that, as the complaint had 
already been investigated, he did not propose to re-investigate it and therefore did not uphold the 
complaint. 
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Chief Superintendent B’s second response, which contains the extract from his initial letter, is 
appended to the end of this report.  
 

Our Review of Complaint 1 
 
In coming to our findings, we have considered: both of Chief Superintendent B’s letters of response; the 
contact log which Police Scotland updated during the complaint investigation; and statements from the 
applicant, the applicant’s brother-in-law, and the officers who arrested the applicant.  
 
As stated in Chief Superintendent B’s initial letter, as criminal proceedings were live at the time, the 
police were unable to go into specific details. Nonetheless, Chief Superintendent B went on to conclude 
that the complaint was not upheld on the basis that Inspector C was satisfied that the officers who 
arrested the applicant followed proper procedure.  
 
This was not effective complaint handling. As the matter was subject to live court proceedings, Chief 
Superintendent B was justified in finding that he could not go into specific details about the case.  
However, by the same token, he was not in a position to reach a determination on the applicant’s 
complaint at the time. Any complaint determination must be accompanied by a sufficiently detailed 
response which allows the complainer to understand why their complaint has been upheld or not 
upheld. In the applicant’s case, Chief Superintendent B’s letter did not provide the applicant with any 
explanation as to why Inspector C was satisfied that the officers “followed proper police procedure”, nor 
did the letter even explain what this procedure was. For those reasons, the initial letter was 
inadequately reasoned. 
 
Conversely, when the applicant raised the complaint again in March 2018, Inspector A, who had been 
appointed to investigate the applicant’s concerns, added a note to the contact log explaining that the 
case had still not been heard and that the trial was not due until the end of June 2018. Therefore, 
Inspector A stated that a final determination would not be issued until the trial concluded. This was the 
correct approach. 
 
However, Inspector A added a further note to the contact log explaining that, when he sought a 
statement from one of the officers involved, the officer said that he had already submitted a statement 
in relation to this complaint. It was at this time that Inspector A established that the applicant had made 
this complaint previously. Inspector A then noted on the contact log that he did not propose to re-
investigate the complaint and would copy the text from the initial letter into Chief Superintendent B’s 
second response. Regrettably, this rendered the response of 6 June 2018 flawed on the same basis as 
the initial letter.  
 
Ultimately, the applicant has never been given an adequate response to his concerns about being 
arrested and charged on 27 March 2017. Consequently, we are not satisfied that this complaint has 
been dealt with to a reasonable standard.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 1 
 
We conclude that Police Scotland did not handle this complaint to a reasonable standard.  
 
We recommend that Police Scotland provide the applicant with a fresh response which directly 
addresses his complaint that he should not have been charged with stalking. Detailing the 
relevant procedure, the response should specifically explain the basis for Police Scotland’s finding 
that the officers who arrested and charged the applicant followed proper procedure.  
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Complaint 2 

 

 
The applicant complained that officers failed to attend court on 28 March 2017, which meant that he did 
not have the opportunity to have his case dealt with by trial.  
 
The applicant said that he wanted the opportunity to speak in court in order to confront the officers who 
had charged him with resisting arrest and who he believed had been violent toward him. 
 

Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 2 (not upheld by the police) 
  
In his response, Chief Superintendent B highlighted that, when the applicant attended court on 28 
March 2017, it was in relation to four charges. He stated that the applicant pled guilty to both road traffic 
offences as well as the misuse of drugs offence, and that the applicant received fines in relation to 
these. Chief Superintendent B stated that the applicant submitted a plea of not guilty to the charge of 
resisting arrest, which was accepted by the Procurator Fiscal and, therefore, all charges were 
concluded and no trial took place. 
 
Chief Superintendent B said that it was normal practice for officers not to attend court on the day of a 
trial, but instead to attend their home station and remain on standby. He added that officers attend court 
if requested by the Procurator Fiscal. 
 
Chief Superintendent B stated that Inspector A had reviewed Police Scotland’s duty management 
system, which confirmed that three officers were cited for 28 March 2017 and were available for trial if 
they were requested. In addition, he said that the fact that no trial took place was a matter for the 
Procurator Fiscal and not the police. 
 
Chief Superintendent B concluded that the complaint was not upheld.  
 

Our Review of Complaint 2 
 
The applicant provided a copy of a Data Subject Access Request from the Procurator Fiscal. This 
confirms that, on 28 March 2017, the applicant attended court in respect of the charges Chief 
Superintendent B referred to in his response. It also confirmed that no trial took place because the 
applicant, through his solicitor, pled guilty to the first three charges (the road traffic and misuse of drugs 
offences) and his plea of not guilty was accepted by the Procurator Fiscal for the fourth charge 
(resisting arrest). Consequently, Chief Superintendent B was justified in finding that the fact that no trial 
took place was nothing to do with the police.  
 
We have been provided with a memorandum of understanding between Police Scotland, the Procurator 
Fiscal and the Scottish Court Service regarding Police Witness Summary Court Standby Protocol. This   
outlines at paragraph 2 that an officer who is cited for court will attend their designated station and 
make themselves available to be called to give evidence if required. Whilst Chief Superintendent B’s 
response would have benefitted from making direct reference to this protocol, the response was 
consistent with it nonetheless. 
 
Police Scotland also provided us with a printout from the duty management system, which documents 
whether officers were available for court on specific days. This confirms that three officers were on duty 
on 28 March 2017 and were available for trial if requested by the Procurator Fiscal, as stated in Chief 
Superintendent B’s response. 
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For the reasons given, we consider that Chief Superintendent B was warranted in not upholding the 
applicant’s complaint. His response was adequately reasoned, supported by the material information 
available and in line with the relevant protocol. Consequently, we consider that this complaint was dealt 
with to a reasonable standard.  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

What happens next 

 

 
We have made a recommendation and we expect this to be implemented within two months of the date 
of this report. We will continue to liaise with Police Scotland until we consider that the recommendation 
has been implemented to our satisfaction.  
 
 

 
Emma Reid 

Review Officer 
 

Peter Innes 
Senior Review Officer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 2 
 
We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard.  
 
No further action is required of Police Scotland in relation to this complaint.   
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Appendix 

 

 

Copy of Chief Superintendent B’s response letter dated 6 June 2018 
(Redacted and paragraphs numbered) 
 

1. I refer to your complaint about the police in which you expressed concerns about the actions of 
officers in March 2017. 

2. I have received a report on the circumstances from the senior officer appointed to investigate 
your complaint. I note from his report that [Inspector A] met with you to discuss these incidents, a 
statement [sic] noted from you and a Heads of Complaint form was agreed whereby two 
allegations were identified. 

3. Allegation 1: 
4. You alleged that on 27th March 2017 you were charged with stalking against your brother in law, 

where you believe you should not have been charged. 
5. [Inspector A’s] investigation has established that this complaint has been previously made by 

you and investigated by [Inspector C]. This allegation was addressed in a previous complaint 
you made, [complaint reference number provided]. At the conclusion of [Inspector C’s] 
investigation, you received a full letter outlining his findings. 

6. To assist you I have obtained the original letter sent to you and copied [Inspector C’s] response 
below which addresses this allegation: 

7. “You allege that, in March 2017, you were unnecessarily arrested for harassment with 
racial prejudice. 

8. This allegation related to unlawful or unnecessary arrest or detention. 
9. In respect of this allegation, you explained to [Inspector C] you were arrested on Monday 27th 

March 2017, prior to your attendance at court. This was for harassment with racial prejudice, and 
you contested to [Inspector C] that you should not have been arrested for leaving a message on 
an answer machine, adding that you believed this had been done to teach you a lesson. 

10. [Inspector C] has reviewed this case, and ascertained that it related to crime report number 
[number provided]. 

11. You were arrested on 27th March 2017 and reported to the Procurator Fiscal ([incident numbers 
provided] refer). 

12. Because this is this [sic] case is subject to live court proceedings, I am unable to go into the 
specific details.  

13. However, [Inspector C] has reviewed the case and is satisfied that the officers whom [sic] 
arrested you –[Constables D and E] – followed proper police procedure relation [sic] to the 
enquiry and your arrest. 

14. Based on the balance of probabilities, I do not uphold this allegation.” 
15. As the above complaint has already been made by you, investigated by [Inspector C] and a 

response sent to you, I do not propose to re investigate [sic] this allegation for a second time. 
Therefore this allegation you have made is NOT UPHELD and has been concluded on the 
explanation given. 

16. Allegation 2: 
17. You allege that on 28th March 2017 officers from Police Scotland failed to attend court after you 

were charged with resisting arrest and as such you did not get the opportunity to have your case 
dealt with by means of a trial. 

18. This allegation refers to a case whereby you appeared at court on 28th March 2017 to answer 4 
separate charges relating to: 

19. Road Traffic Offences S47 (1) and 143 (1) & (2) – no MOT and no insurance 
20. Misuse of Drugs Offence S5 (2) – possession of cannabis 
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21. S90 (2) Police Fire and Reform Act Scotland 2012 – resisting that of a Constable 
22. The case reference for this was [incident number provided]. 
23. I note that in your statement you provided that your defence agent [Mr F] had arranged for the 

charge under S90 (2) Police Fire and Reform Act Scotland 2012 – resisting that of a Constable, 
to be dropped. 

24. [Inspector A] has reviewed [incident number] on the online Scottish Courts Portal which allows 
police officers to review outcomes of all cases. 

25. Upon review the portal provides that you pled guilty to Road Traffic Offences S47 (1) and 143 (1) 
& (2) – no MOT and no insurance and Misuse of Drugs Offence S5 (2) – possession of 
cannabis. You received a fine in respect of these charges. 

26. In respect of the final charge S90 (2) Police Fire and Reform Act Scotland 2012 – resisting that 
of a Constable, you submitted a plea of not guilty. This was accepted by the Procurator Fiscal. 
As such all charges were therefore concluded and no trial took place.  

27. To provide you further clarity it is normal practice for officers not to attend directly to court on a 
day of a trial. They instead attend their home station where they call into court and remain on 
standby, attending only if requested by the Procurator Fiscal. 

28. [Inspector A] has reviewed Police Scotland’s Duty Management system which confirms that 
three police officers had been cited for the case on 28th March 2017 and were on duty on that 
date and available for trial if requested by the Procurator Fiscal. The fact that no trial took place 
is solely a matter for the Procurator Fiscal and not the police. 

29. As such and based on the balance of probabilities and taking all of the available information into 
account, there is insufficient evidence to support the allegation and therefore this allegation is 
NOT UPHELD and has been concluded by means of explanation. 

30. It may be helpful for you to know that, where it has been deemed that the allegation is not upheld 
this does not necessarily mean that I have judged the allegation to be untrue. It simply means, 
that taking all of the available information into account, there is insufficient evidence to support 
the allegation. 

31. In considering all the circumstances as revealed to me I do not propose to take the matter 
further. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


